January 5, 2005.

TAIPA Bulletin No 131

To: Insurers Receiving Commercial Assignments

Texas Automobile Insurance Plan Association Plan of Operation
Determination and Fulfillment of Other Than Private Passenger Quotas Section 42.A

In order that we may update our assignment files for 2005, we would appreciate your answering the questions listed below, with a “yes” or “no”. PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO THE ASSOCIATION OFFICE NO LATER THAN FEBRUARY 10, 2005.

During the calendar year ending December 31, 2004, did your company write as voluntary business in the state of Texas, any Public vehicles, other than school or church busses? ______

During the same period, did your company voluntarily write any motor vehicles classified as Truckmen operating beyond a radius of 200 miles from the city of principal garaging? ______

Will your company voluntarily write Public vehicles, other than school and church buses in calendar year 2005? ______

Will your company voluntarily write vehicles classified as Truckmen operating beyond a radius of 200 miles in calendar year 2005? ______

Thank you for your time and cooperation in providing the Association with this information.

Sincerely,

Margaret Alsobrook
Operations Manager

Response to the above is provided by:

__________________________________
(Print Name)

Return to:

TAIPA
Attn. Margaret Alsobrook
PO Box 149144
Austin, TX 78714-9144